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Abstract: Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANETs) is a wireless network topology with mobile network nodes and movable communication routes. In addition, the network nodes in MANETs are free to either join or leave the network. Typically, routing in MANETs is multi-hop because of the limited communication range of nodes. Then, routing protocols have been developed for MANETs. Among them, energy-aware location-aided routing (EALAR) is an efficient reactive MANET routing protocol that has been recently obtained by integrating particle swarm optimization (PSO) with mutation operation into the conventional LAR protocol. However, the mutation operation (nonuniform) used in EALAR has some drawbacks, which make EALAR provide insufficient exploration, exploitation, and diversity of solutions. Therefore, this study aims to propose to apply the Optimized PSO (OPSO) via adopting a mutation operation (uniform) instead of nonuniform. The OPSO is integrated into the LAR protocol to enhance all critical performance metrics, including packet delivery ratio, energy consumption, overhead, and end-to-end delay.
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1. Introduction

Wireless networks can be categorized into two types: infrastructure and infrastructure-less networks [1]. In infrastructure wireless communication networks, a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a wireless network topology with mobile network nodes and movable communication routes [2]. In other words, MANETs realize networks and have active topology because of their node mobility. MANETs have homogeneous and heterogeneous types [3]. In MANETs, the routing protocol is critical because of various limitations in the network and node environment [4]. Research on MANETs is critical by their flexible dynamic architecture, quality of service (QoS), and scarce resources [5]. Each node in self-organized or self-configured MANETs, such as civilian MANETs, acts as an independent node and may not share goals with any other node(s) [6]. By contrast, an infrastructure-less or decentralized ad hoc wireless network does not rely on any network infrastructure, and a mobile node operates as an end node or router while communicating with others [7]. MANETs can be classified into proactive,
reactive, and hybrid [8]. We present this category in Figure 1. The proactive MANET protocol implements a group of protocols to update the information table in the node periodically. The reactive or on-demand approach updates the node with information upon request [9]. Finally, the hybrid approach is a combination of proactive and reactive protocols [10,11].

![Figure 1. Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) categories.](image)

A reactive routing protocol in MANET is LAR [12,13]. It utilizes the geographical data for locating the area and discovering an efficient route to reach the target, i.e., the request zone. The source node estimates the round area (expected zone), whereas the destination is likely to respond in time. In specific, the requesting node sends the flooding routing requests to all the network nodes, and the ones currently located in a request zone would forward the data. The position and the size of the round zone are selected depending on the prior requesting pattern information. The requesting time corresponds to the destination, average speed, and prior location. The requested zone is a small area that includes the expected zone and the source. Many studies have specified the optimal size of the requested zone to forward subsequent requests when a node presented in the requested zone (instead of the outside nodes) receives a Route Request Packet (RREQ). Table 1 presents a comparison between the different categories of routing protocols in MANETs in the aspect of some important features of the LAR, Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), and Optimal Link State Routing (OLSR) protocols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>LAR</th>
<th>AODV</th>
<th>OLSR</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation complexity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hops</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity range</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREQ</td>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td>Multipoint relays</td>
<td>Routes on demand</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Access Protocol</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The LAR protocol suffers from many issues, such as the overhead, end-to-end delay (E2E delay), and difficulty in handling void zones [19], which occur because of the flooding of RREQs in the LAR protocol [20].

The LAR protocol uses a GPS system to determine the node position information. On the basis of a common solution, GPS solves location issues by using position information. However, GPS-dependent location is unreliable because of vertical orientation and the prevalent vertical motion, restricting the LAR protocol to low speed networks. However, different optimization strategies can improve the efficiency of LAR [21]. Therefore, several studies have focused on the concept of energy with different
methodologies. One popular method involves using metaheuristic approaches, such as genetic algorithm [22] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [23]. This paper focuses on data transfer between nodes of the actual MANET, which absorbs the battery level in the nodes and guarantees early shutdown of the node for the lifetime of the nodes in the network, which influences connectivity and maintains packet transmission to the nodes. Therefore, the protocol must be carefully modified to use the route and to transfer data with a high level of energy consideration by using Optimized PSO (OPSO) [24] and adapting [23,25] to be a benchmark for evaluating the performance of the proposed approach.

2. Energy Efficiency (EE) Studies in LAR of Ad Hoc Networks

The LAR protocol is an interesting area for researchers. Several studies have tackled the limitation of the LAR protocol with different categories. This section presents the summaries of related studies with the LAR protocol and the related study of the PSO algorithm. Several efforts have been exerted to diminish the amount of power wastage. For instance, an energy-efficient scheme adopted by the AODV as a new model using the LAR protocol to reduce energy consumption aids the routing corresponding to the location. This study proposes a new location-based energy-efficient scheme with the AODV protocol. The main disadvantage of this new development is that the network nodes do not record their energy consumption, resulting in high energy usage [26].

Researchers on MANETs aimed to reduce the energy consumption of the node. For instance, Ref. [27] proposed a model to enhance the performance of the MANET protocol to ensure efficient performance by using a LAR-1 model that can reduce energy consumption by extending the network lifetime in a dynamic network. The antennas have some dismissed route discovery through untargeted flooding of the route request packets outside the coverage area between the source node and the destination node. This study has a concern about the flooding of the LAR protocol in the request zone. Adding adaptive LAR with directional antenna could reduce the propagation of the redundant route using restricted flooding antennae and directional antennae [20].

Some studies have focused on another aspect given its importance can contribute to MANET protocols the overhead during the limitation of the network effects to increase the number of packets to the sender (request node). Hence, the continuation by sending the packet minimizes the battery life until shutdown. Ref. [28] has suggested a new location-aided zone routing protocol (ZRP) to elucidate the mechanism used to seek the route from the source node to the destination node with high probability. However, this method creates many idle paths in the network and high overhead cost. Therefore, this study proposed a model using geographical information based on ZRP to minimize the discovered area and decrease the number of sent packets, thereby diminishing the overhead. In the same content, Khushboo [29] developed an energy-efficient LAR protocol (PA-LAR) that uses linear regression and curve intersection point area to minimize the request zone and organize node behavior on the basis of the battery level.

The PA-LAR protocol determines the dependent node to save the energy to improve network survival along with the routing capability based on the curve and location for the LAR and AODV protocols. Zhang et al. [30] established the cost-efficient QoS routing protocol (CEQRP). The rules of this protocol consist of two aspects. First is the path bandwidth from the node of source to the node of destination. Second is that the routing_cost requirement to select the intermediate node (host) should be the lowest possible.

For proactive routing protocols, Ref. [31] proposed the quantum genetic-based OLSR protocol (QG-OLSR). This study considered two aspects in reducing network topology consumption and the time delay for E2E delay packet transmission between nodes by using the newly augmented Q-Learning algorithm and combining with OLSR to optimize the selection of multipoint relay sets. Previous studies aimed to enhance QoS to maintain the optimal performance of the MANET environment. Therefore, this study followed previous procedures to develop the QoS in the energy part. Table 1 provides a summary of the previous studies and the points of differences.
Nature-inspired algorithms can be used to solve various real-world optimization problems; thus, such algorithms have continued to receive research attention in recent decades. In addition, optimization problems are faced with the problem of search space complexity. Nature-inspired algorithms have two basic forms: evolutionary algorithms (EA) and swarm-based algorithms. EAs are inspired by the natural concept of evolution [32]. They are a subset of evolutionary computations, a generic metaheuristic (population-based) that is contrived to solve problems with high complexity [33], such as nondeterministic polynomial-time (NP-hard) problems [34]. Several studies use metaheuristic to solve the problems of routing protocols in MANETs.

This algorithm can be used to solve problems that require the systematic enumeration of all potential candidates for reaching the global optimal can also be solved by using this algorithm [35]. Metaheuristic algorithms are inspired by nature as an efficient way to deal with various complex searching and optimization problems in different fields. PSO is a popular and state-of-the-art algorithm proposed by [36]. It is inspired by the behavior of bird flocks; in particular, PSO applied to MANETs appears like a difficult mechanism, but it has direct calculations to find the exact route leading to the destination. The procedure of PSO depends on the swarm that is taking the same behavior as the nodes. During the searching procedure in the solution space, PSO runs through some iterations that are determined with parameters to find the best route, which is near the destination node to send the data at a low cost. The node in the network of MANETs can act as the sender, receiver, and route at the same time. In addition, it can change its position from place to other [37]. Some studies have tackled the limitation of MANETs [38] and proposed an Extensible PSO (EPSO) model to find the reliable routing path in accordance with some rules. The battery level should have enough energy to forward the packet and the data continuously. EPSO starts operating by searching the possible routes for the sender and receiver nodes in the network and checking several routes to enable EPSO. Improving the possible route this step prepared allows the algorithm to choose the route set to revive the load-controlling path and increases the network lifetime and efficiency.

In [39], the Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm was implemented by enhancing the conventional CS technique using the reactive routing Cuckoo Search Optimization AODV (CSOAODV) protocol. This study aimed to ensure the QoS path by calculating the best fitness value because whether or not the short path can be the optimal Route Replay (RRPLY) packet of the AODV protocol has no guarantee. The model modifies the default setup of the AODV protocol to calculate the best path by the number of hubs from the source to the destination. The lowest number of hubs is considered as the path, whereas CSOAODV considers best fitness as value computation. The best fitness value is determined with three criteria: calculated residual energy, hop count, and routing load.

In the same protocol, Ref. [32] used the shuffled frog-leaping algorithm with the AODV protocol and the proposed model named frog-leaping algorithm-based ad hoc on-demand distance vector (SEAL-AODV). SEAL computes the optimal path for AODV based on the following criteria: residual energy, hop count, and routing load of [39] but different algorithms. Shubhajeet Chatterjee [40] proposed a model to enhance the performance of dynamic source routing (DSR) using the ant colony optimization algorithm, to achieve high packet delivery ratio, low E2E delay, and low overhead cost when the source node wants to send RREQ. All previous achievements ensure the energy consumption will be minimized in the = MANETs.

In the enhanced-ant-DSR algorithm, the source node is required to send a packet for the destination first step to check the cache. When no routes are well known, the source node broadcasts the route request control packets locally called by (Req.Ant packets) to find a route. When the RREQ (Req.Ant packets) reach the destination node, its forward route reply control packet contains route information of the source node through the same route. The conclusion of the previous studies presents the aim and the directions of some interested researchers in MANETs. The majority focused on the reactive part of MANETs, and the energy part is the most important field. Table 2 summarizes the related studies. Therefore, this study focuses on the reactive part generally and LAR protocol particularly to enhance the performance and minimize energy consumption.
Table 2. Summary of related work in MANET.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author’s</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Methodology/Disadvantages</th>
<th>Proactive</th>
<th>Reactive</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>AODV</td>
<td><strong>Method:</strong> This study enhanced the performance of AODV based on the location information of the LAR protocol to minimize energy consumption. <strong>Disadvantage:</strong> LAR protocol default setup lacking with redundant of flooding in the request zone. This might increase the overhead and E2E delay.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>LAR-1</td>
<td><strong>Method:</strong> LAR-1 developed with the association of the Power-Aware Dynamic Source Routing (PADSR) energy model. The concentration of the energy model was truly affected by the MANET network. <strong>Disadvantage:</strong> referring to the simulation parameters in the environment if being increased and the number of nodes is the same. In this case, the distance between the nodes increased and the possibility to drop the packet is high when the node shutdown.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>ALAR-DA</td>
<td><strong>Method:</strong> This contribution of this study by adding (ALAR-DA) to achieve and reduce the redundant route discovery propagations by using both a scheme of restricted flooding and directional antennas. <strong>Disadvantage:</strong> assuming we have a smaller number of nodes in the simulation environment, the complexity to deliver packet into the destination node.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>LAZARP</td>
<td><strong>Method:</strong> A new model, called Location-Aided Zone Routing Protocol (LAZRP), studies the mechanism that is used to seek for the route from the source node to the destination node with high probability. This method fail to create many idle paths in the network and cost the overhead. <strong>Disadvantage:</strong> there's no concern about energy consumption.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>PA-LAR</td>
<td><strong>Method:</strong> use Linear Regression and curve intersection point area to minimize the request zone and organize node behavior on the base of the battery level. <strong>Disadvantage:</strong> Does not consider energy for route computation.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>CEQRP</td>
<td><strong>Method:</strong> Consider two aspects: firstly, the path_bandwith from the source node to the destination node. secondly, the routing_cost requirements to select the middle node (host) should be chosen the lowest cost as small as possible. <strong>Disadvantage:</strong> High probability of route failure due to the use of source route concept</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>QG-OLSR</td>
<td><strong>Method:</strong> Reduce the consumption of the network topology control and reduce the time delay for E2E delay packet transmission between the nodes by using new augmented Q-Learning algorithm. <strong>Disadvantage:</strong> Nodes do not exchange their energy states information.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author’s</td>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>Methodology/Disadvantages</td>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>EPSO</td>
<td>Method: Find the reliable routing path and this will be following some rules to choose the path. The battery level should have enough energy to forward the packet and the data continuously. Disadvantage: Ignores movement Direction.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>CSOAODV</td>
<td>Method: Ensure the QoS path by calculating the best fitness value because there is no guaranteed proof the short path can be optimal Route Replay (RRPLY) packet of AODV protocol. Disadvantage: Higher chance of collisions when the node has a longer transmission range</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>SEAL-AODV</td>
<td>Method: Compute the optimal path for AODV based on numerous criteria as follows residual energy, hop count, and routing load. Disadvantage: this might increase the overhead for the network and increased the number of dropped packets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>E-Ant-DSR</td>
<td>Method: Using DSR with the ACO algorithm, to achieve the high packet delivery ratio, low E2E delay, and the lowest overhead when the source node wants to send RREQ. Disadvantage: there is no consideration for energy consumption.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Materials and Methods

This section consists of four main subsections. Section 3.1 introduces the PSO algorithm and the procedure of general steps. The LAR protocol framework and its principles are presented in Section 3.2, the RREQ mechanism is explained in Section 3.3, and the optimization mechanism is elucidated in Section 3.4.

3.1. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSO)

The PSO algorithm was presented for the first time by Kennedy and Eberhart [36] as a computational procedure for optimizing problems iteratively; it was inspired by the social life style of birds within a flock, with each bird considered as a particle within the hyperdimensional search space. The position of the particles in the search space is flexible and changeable following the social-psychological tendency depending on the individuals. The particle mobility within the swarm is affected by two aspect knowledge or swarm experiences. The consequence of designing social behavior is that how the swarms return to the previous successful regions in the solution space. The velocity of each particle termed \( v \) and the position \( x \) of the particles are solved using the following formula:

\[
\begin{align*}
    v_{ij}(t+1) &= w_{ij} + C_1 r_1 (pB_{ij}(t) - x_{ij}(t)) + C_2 r_2 (gB_{ij}(t) - x_{ij}(t)); \\
    x_{ij}(t+1) &= x_{ij}(t) + v_{ij}(t+1),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( v_{ij}(t+1) \) denotes the velocity of particle \( i \) at iteration \( j \), where \( x_{ij}(t+1) \) is the position of particle \( i \) at iteration \( j \), and \( t \) denotes the number of iterations. Moreover, \( w_{ij} \) is the inertia weight to be hired for controlling the influence of the previous record of velocity. \( C_1 \) is the awareness learning factor, \( C_2 \) is the gregarious learning factor, and \( r_1, r_2 \) is the random number for solution space between \([0,1]\) for controlled the stored info ability. In other words, to maintain the component velocity \( v \) determined with range \([-v_{max}, v_{max}]\) to track or delete the immoderate pace. The PSO algorithm reaches the optimal generation or the optimal position of the particle, which is part of the swarm. In this stage, \( i \) is not improved if the number of generations is further increased. Hence, PSO proves the effectivity and superiority to solve high-complexity optimization problems.

3.2. Location-Aided Routing Protocol (LAR)

LAR was proposed by Young-Bae Ko and Nitin H. Vaidya [12,41] as one of the first routing protocols that consider location information during routing in MANETs. The LAR was based on the source node \((S)\) and relies on the location information of the destination node \((D)\). The expected zone in this operation has been estimated as the destination area for \( D \). The expected zone is illustrated in Figure 2, with \( t_1 \) being the \( S \) velocity of \( D \) at \( L_0 \) \((X_0, Y_0)\) within time \( t_0 \) while \( V \) is the mean velocity of \( D \). Thus, the radius, \( V (t_1 - t_0) \) is the area in the mid-point of \( L_0 \) \((X_0, Y_0)\) for the expected zone.

![Figure 2. Expected zone in LAR protocol.](image)
LAR floods the network with RREQ, making sure the packets are neither reaching the $D$ node nor increasing the rate of packets forwarding. For LAR to work properly, the nodes must be aware of the nodes within the request zone; hence, the nodes can either keep forwarding the flooded packet or drop it. In this study, two methods of detecting the existence of nodes within the request zone were proposed. The first method, as shown in Scheme 1, requires the transmitter to propagate an RREQ that has rectangle coordinates with the request zone; here, the route request is ignored by the nodes outside the rectangle (in Scheme 1) but forwards it if it is inside the request zone. Once the route request has reached the destination, it replies with the route reply message and this procedure called Scheme 1.

**Scheme 1.** First LAR protocol Scheme 1 [12].

Scheme 2 uses the distance from the previous location of $D$ and considers it as a parameter to locate a request zone. Hence, if any middle node $J$ receives the RREQ packet it is forwarding if $J$ near the previous destination location node $I$ transmitting the request packet to $J$. In other words, the implied request zone of scheme 2 is suitable if the RREQ when reproducing the number of nodes presented in Scheme 2.

**Scheme 2.** LAR protocol scheme 2 [12].

Optimized Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm-Location Aided-Routing Protocol (OPSO-LAR).
The proposed model of the LAR protocol is termed OPSO-LAR, which adapts the optimized PSO algorithm. The optimization algorithm aids in searching the space for the individual solutions to be fed into the LAR simulator for the generation of network measures. Then, the fitness values of the generated solution are calculated after feeding the solutions into the objective function. Figure 3 presents the procedure inside the network of OPSO-LAR. The source node (blue) generates the data packet and broadcasts the RREQ packet to find a route toward the destination. The destination node (the yellow node) is the node to which the data packet must be delivered. The intermediate node (the green nodes) holds the RREQ packet and has to broadcast it to its neighbors. The baseline is the vector that connects the source and destination nodes. Distance \((x, \text{destination})\) is the Euclidian distance between the node \(x\) (intermediate node) and the destination node. Angle \(x\) is the angle between the baseline and the vector that connects the source node and the node \(x\) to the destination. Furthermore, the current position of each node is known as the network that maintains an updated record of the position and energies of each node and its neighbors. The position of the destination node is the source node; hence, this position will be added to the position of the source node, and the position of the source node will be added to the RREQ packet.

\[
\text{Criterion Function} = f_{\text{node}} = w_1 \times \text{Angle (node)} + w_2 \times \text{Dis (node x. destination)} + w_3 \times \text{Energy Consumption (node)},
\]

where

\[
\text{Angle (node)} = \frac{\text{Angle (node)}}{180} \in [0, 1]
\]

\[
\text{Distance (node x. destination)} = \frac{\text{Dis (node x. destination)}}{\text{length of enviroment’ s diagonal}} \in [0, 1]
\]

\[
\text{Energy Consumption (node)} = \frac{\text{Initial Battery (node)} - \text{Current Battery (node)}}{\text{Initial Battery (node)}} \in [0, 1]
\]
$w_1, w_2, \text{ and } w_3 \in [0, 1]$ represent the weighting factors of the variables used in the objective function and play a role in the effectiveness of the request zone. After calculating the three conditions, the flooding ratio (FR) decides how many nodes forward the RREQ.

### 3.3. RREQ Compare Mechanism

Assuming we have three intermediate nodes (A, B, C) waiting to forward the RREQ to the next node, each node is required to present three conditions, namely, the angle, distance, and energy level to be calculated by criterion function. If node A has a lower angle, distance, and highest energy level and A is greater than B and C, then the nodes will sort in ascending order. The value of A considers as a threshold. If the node $n$ is greater than A, the threshold will be terminated and replaced with node $n$. Algorithm 1 presents a comparison of RREQ.

**Algorithm 1.** Pseudocode of Route Request Packet (RREQ) comparison

1. **Input:**
   2. Node
   3. Angle
   4. Distance
   5. Battery Level
   6. $N$ //number of selected nodes
7. **Output:**
   8. Threshold
9. **Start:**
10. for $i = 1$ until $N$ //number of selected solutions
11. Select three individuals Nodes A, B, C intermediate nodes
12. Compute the node Angle (Angle)
13. Compute the node distance (distance)
14. Compute node Energy Level (Energy)
15. **Criterion Function**
16. better Angle = $A_\text{Angle} < B_\text{Angle} < C_\text{Angle}$
17. same Angle = $A_\text{Angle} == B_\text{Angle} == C_\text{Angle}$
18. better Distance = $A_\text{Distance} < B_\text{Distance} < C_\text{Distance}$
19. same Distance = $A_\text{Distance} == B_\text{Distance} == C_\text{Distance}$
20. better Battery Level = $A_\text{Battery Level} > B_\text{Battery Level} > C_\text{Battery Level}$
21. if (better Angle) or (same Angle and better Distance) or (same Angle and Distance and better Battery Level)
22. Then
23. add node A to selected Threshold
24. Else
25. Compare nodes B, C to be Threshold
26. end
27. End
28. End

### 3.4. Optimization Mechanism

The optimization algorithm aids in searching the search space for the individual solutions to be fed into the LAR simulator for the generation of network measures. Then, the fitness values of the generated solution are calculated after feeding the solutions into the objective function. The calculation of the fitness values of the generated solutions and achieve the expected outcome, convenient values for the weights $w_1, w_2, \text{ and } w_3$ must be chosen. Thus, the modified version of the PSO algorithm was
selected for the basic PSO and mutation process (uniform). In addition, the FR has been included in the particle position. In addition, the coverage zone ratio (CZR) is a value $\in [0.1]$ that determines the coverage zone radius after being multiplied by the max coverage zone. The CZR is also included in the particle position by using Equation (7):

$$F(n_i) = w_1\theta_i + w_2d_i + w_3e_i$$

where $\theta$ is the angle of the subject node $i$ in consideration of the baseline between the source and destination; $d$ is the distance between $i$ and the destination; $e$ is the current energy of $i$, where $w_1$, $w_2$ and $w_3$ represent the weighting factors of the variables that are used in the objective function.

4. Performance Metrics and Simulation Parameters

The metrics considered in analyzing the performance of routing protocols are presented below.

Packet delivery ratio (PDR): The value of the division total number of the data packet is delivered into the total number of data packets transmitted by all nodes [42]. This metric is given by the following formula:

$$PDR = \frac{\sum \text{No of packets received}}{\sum \text{No of packets sent}} \times 100.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Overhead: The ratio of the RREQ packet number is calculated by dividing the number of RREQ packets with the sum of the number of packets sent and the number of RREQ packets [43] in the following equation:

$$\text{RREQ Overhead} = \frac{\text{No of RREQs}}{\text{No of RREQs} + \text{No of packets sent}} \times 100.$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

End-to-end delay (E2E): The data packet is based on the average time. The time of the transmission for the packet from the source is deduced based on the first delivered data packet to the destination [44], which is calculated as follows:

$$\text{E2E Delay} = \frac{\sum \text{arrive time} - \text{send time}}{\sum \text{No of packets}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

Energy Consumption: This metric calculates the energy level of each node at the end of the simulation [44]. The value of energy consumption can be calculated using the following equation:

$$\text{Energy Consumption} = \frac{\sum \text{Energy consumed in each node}}{\text{Initial energy}} \times 100.$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

Simulation Parameters: The simulation performed using MATLAB 2019b and the environment has been used to simulate the network based on [23,25]. Table 3 presents the simulation parameters of OPSO-LAR.
Table 3. Simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Used Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Parameters</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Environment dimensions (width × height) | 1000 m × 1000 m  
| Node velocity | 20 ± 2.5 [m/second]  
| Experiment Duration | 100 s  
| Rate of Logging Data | 10 s  
| Number of Nodes | 65 nodes  
| Max CZR | 250 m  
| Initial battery energy | 17,000 [unit]  
| **PSO Parameters** |  
| No. of iterations | 1000  
| No. of particles | 40  
| Lower boundary of the position of the particle | [0 0 0 0 0.25]  
| Upper Bounds of particle’s position | [1 1 1 1 1]  
| Lower Bounds of particle’s velocity | [−0.5 −0.5 −0.5 −0.2 −0.2]  
| Upper Bounds of particle’s velocity | [0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.2]  
| Personal Acceleration Coefficient c1 | 2  
| Global Acceleration Coefficient c2 | 2  
| Inertia Coefficient w | 1  
| Damping Ratio of w | 0.99  
| Mutation Rate | 0.2  

5. Evaluation Results and Discussions

Evaluation results show that the proposed model outperforms the benchmark approaches [23,25] in the same simulated network environment. For PDR, the results in both cases improve as the number of nodes is increased. However, given that the position of the nodes is continuously updated upon the successful addition of a new packet, the expected zone is usually small in most of the benchmark cases. This phenomenon prevents the response of the allowed zone to the requested packets. Hence, more data packets may not be sent to the benchmark, especially when the route to the destination node is a multi-hop path. Figure 4 shows the efficiency of OPSO-LAR and its progress relative to the other benchmark approaches. In comparison, we can easily see an improvement in the PDR when the number of nodes is 100 for the proposed model.
A clear benefit of OPSO-LAR over EALAR and DLAR is observed via the measure for overhead. While OPSO-LAR can minimize the number of overhead packets, EALAR and DLAR fail to find the requested routing packet, which can be forwarded to its destination as a result of the narrow-allowed sending area, as shown in Figure 5.

Regarding the E2E delay performance, the delay diminishes when the number of nodes is increased in both cases. However, our OPSO-LAR prolongs the delay during the sending of the packet to the destination because of the increase in speed and the number of hubs while the calculation of the packet delivers long E2E delay compared with EALAR and DLAR. Figure 6 displays the increase in OPSO-LAR.
The energy required to forward one packet is improved in OPSO-LAR compared with EALAR and DLAR. The energy wasted by sending several unnecessary routing requested packets (including control packets) without any significant improvement in the PDR.

Energy demand is clearly improved when the number of nodes in the network is 100, as shown in Figure 7. The figure shows the consumed energy per packet during the sending of the packets to the destination. Due to the initialization of the solution in the algorithm, the other approach achieves a higher accuracy than the proposed approach when the number of nodes is 50. This result is identical to Figure 4 when the number of nodes is 50 nodes.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The optimized conventional PSO was applied and integrated into the LAR protocol to minimize the required energy consumption. The evaluation results via simulation show that the proposed
OPSO-LAR can achieve high performance compared with the relevant state of the artwork in a similar network environment. In specific, the PSO algorithm was employed for the parameter’s optimization in the computation function. It was also used to select two or more parameters (FR & CZR) that control network flooding and coverage of each node. For future work, we will add new features that enable the LAR protocol to avoid the E2E delay, which will improve the overall performance of the entire network, particularly energy consumption.
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